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Figure S1. Genetic gain for all breeding programs when GxY variance is 2 and 4. Genetic gain is expressed as mean genetic value of headrow entries over time. The mean genetic value for each replicate was centered on zero in year zero. Individual replicates are shown with faded lines and means for all ten replicates are shown with dark lines.

Figure S2. Late stage genetic gain for all breeding programs when GxY variance is 0 and 10. Genetic gain is expressed as mean genetic value of EYT entries over time. The mean genetic value for each replicate was centered on zero in year zero. Individual replicates are shown with faded lines and means for all ten replicates are shown with dark lines.
Figure S3. Late stage genetic gain for all breeding programs when GxY variance is 2 and 4. Genetic gain is expressed as mean genetic value of EYT entries over time. The mean genetic value for each replicate was centered on zero in year zero. Individual replicates are shown with faded lines and means for all ten replicates are shown with dark lines.

Figure S5. Genetic variance for all breeding programs when GxY variance is 2 and 4. Genetic variance is expressed as the genetic variance among headrows in each year of the simulation. Each line represents the overall mean for all 10 replicates.
Figure S6. Late stage genetic variance for all breeding programs when GxY variance is 0 and 10. Genetic variance is expressed as the genetic variance among EYT entries in each year of the simulation. Each line represents the overall mean for all 10 replicates.

Figure S7. Late stage genetic variance for all breeding programs when GxY variance is 2 and 4. Genetic variance is expressed as the genetic variance among EYT entries in each year of the simulation. Each line represents the overall mean for all 10 replicates.

Figure S8. Genomic prediction accuracy for all breeding programs when GxY variance is 2 and 4. Genomic prediction accuracy is expressed as the correlation between true and genomic predicted genetic values of headrow entries over time.
Figure S9. Genomic prediction accuracy in the population improvement part of the two-part programs when GxY variance is 2 and 4. Genomic prediction accuracy is expressed as the correlation between true and genomic predicted genetic values of all population improvement plants over time.